Phonics Curriculum &
Parent Information

Phonics Curriculum Statement

Intent
At Cropwell Bishop Primary School, we believe that reading is the key to all learning and we are fully
committed to making sure that every child loves reading and is a confident reader by the end of Key Stage
One (Year Two).
We follow Read Write Inc Phonics which ensures that reading is taught in a systematic, discrete way with
phonics as the prime approach to teaching early reading.

Implementation
What is Read Write Inc Phonics?
Read Write Inc. is a DfE validated phonics scheme designed by Ruth Miskin, which through systematic
teaching and consistent routines, enables ALL children to achieve high levels of reading success.
Who Teaches RWI Phonics?
We have a dedicated team of teachers and teaching Assistants who have all received RWI phonics training.
They are passionate about achieving success and take part in regular practice meetings for coaching and
training purposes. The scheme is overseen by the Reading Leader, who will monitor RWI sessions and
ensure that all teaching is high quality and that children are focused and engaged.
What and When?
• Daily phonics sessions with children grouped according to stage, not age.
• Reading books that match sounds children know are sent home to be read independently to
consolidate learning. These are books that the children will take home called ‘Book Bag Books’
• We will introduce a daily ‘Storybook’ session in school - where every child will read books that are
matched to the sounds they know, in a group read every day after Spring half term 2022.
Planning:
• All planning follows the sequence of sounds and blueprint lessons plans from Read Write and use
common habits and routines that include:
- Spotting special friends (identifying digraphs and trigraphs)
- Fred Talk (saying the sounds individually out loud then blending the word)
- Fred in your head (saying the sounds individually in your head)
Speedy Reading
- Reading alien words
- Spelling using Fred Fingers

Impact
Assessment:
• Each child is carefully assessed and placed into a RWI group based their phonics sound knowledge
and reading skills. This ensures that all children are working at the right level for their ability which
is the best way to ensure progress and confidence in their reading skills. Your child might not be
taught phonics by their own class teacher however all information and session notes are passed on
from their RWI Tutor to enable further guidance and support in all subsequent lessons.
• Children are assessed each half term using Read Write Inc assessments. This ensures all pupils keep
up and that gaps identified are re-taught in phonics sessions, 1:1 tutoring or in partnership with
parents.
• Any children who are not making sufficient progress will be given targeted intervention or
additional 1:1 support.
• At the end of Year one all children complete a national curriculum test in English reading, this is
know as the phonic screener, and will be assessed in the summer term.

The Scheme: the children follow this progression whilst learning phonics.

Each sound has a sound and an accompanying rhyme – see the sound mats on the phonics section of our school website
.

Simple Speed Sounds Chart (for Set 1 and Set 2 Sounds)

Simple Speed Sounds Chart (for Set 3)

Green words:
Use Fred Talk –
point with your finger under each phoneme as you make the sound,
then run your finger under the whole word to blend those sounds together to say the word.
Over time, as they get more confident, encourage them to instant sound blend so they are saying the
sounds in their head quickly (Fred in your head) then saying the word out loud.
Alongside these sounds and green words they also learn red words (tricky words), which are difficult to
blend but are key words they need to read and access texts (eg. the, said, your)
Red words:
The children should be told these words and practise sight reading them (without blending – remember,
you can’t Fred a red!).

Red Words (Tricky Words)
Red for a while words. These include graphemes that have not been taught by the time they are needed in
the reading books. As soon as the grapheme has been taught, each of these turn into a green word!
Practise these so they can read them by sight (not blending). You could cut them out to use for games
(laminating might be useful!).

Set 1 green words

Set 2 green words

Set 3 green words

Reading at Home
How can I support my child with reading?
Whilst your child is learning to read, we cannot stress enough how important it is for children to hear good stories
being read to them. Loving reading and learning to read for pleasure is just as important as learning sounds. Hearing
you read a book with expression (your voice choice) and talking about what they have read allows children to absorb
the rich language and vocabulary, develop basic comprehension skills and learn to love books.
Throughout Key Stage One the children will also take reading for pleasure books home for you to share together
(coloured book banded).
When your child is learning to blend, they will be given RWI Blending books. To
help your child with these, ask them to try to ‘Fred Talk’ the word and blend it
together … when they turn the page they will see if they were right! Encourage
them to sound out carefully using pure sounds and give lots of praise and
support for effort and success.
Once confident in blending, children will
begin to receive RWI bookbag books. These
books are matched to the sounds they know and we ask that the books are read
and re-read three times to build self-esteem and enjoyment in reading as well as
to allow them to show off their reading skills to you! There are useful
instructions for parents at the front of the book.
In the first read your child will be focussing on reading each word individually
and it may seem robotic. In this phase very little comprehension of the story is likely. In the second read, their word
recognition will become quicker allowing a faster pace and better understanding of the story. In the third read, the
speed should be much quicker and therefore the child is using more brain power to understand the story rather than
on reading each word. This is the point when the story becomes meaningful and pleasurable and they can answer
questions based on the content. There are questions at the end of the book to check understanding and promote
discussion of the story.
Reading should be relaxed and enjoyable and lots of praise should be given when children are successful and putting
in effort. Please try not to get frustrated if your child is struggling as this likely to put them off trying, instead
encourage them to sound out words using Fred Talk and help them to blend and then praise for being successful. If
in doubt show them how and then let them have a turn!
Thank you so much for supporting your child on their phonics and reading journey, your time and enthusiasm will be
invaluable and have a huge impact on their progress.
Key Stage 1 Team

